NOTICE


All the Affiliated Institutes / Colleges running B. Tech. Programme are hereby intimated that the Theory paper of ETME-408: Advanced Methods of Manufacturing pertaining to May-June, 2016 End Term Theory Examination Scheduled for 11.06.2016 has been rescheduled. This paper ETME-408: Advanced Methods of Manufacturing of B. Tech. Programme will now be held on 31.05.2016 (Tuesday) from 02:00 to 05:00 PM.

All the Affiliated Institutes/Colleges are requested to kindly take note of that and also intimate the students accordingly, so that students appear in the aforesaid examination as per revised schedule at their allotted examination centre.

(A.D. Lamba)

Copy to:

Prof. Vijay K. Minocha, Course Coordinator-cum-Convenor (B. Tech.) and Principal, CBPGEC, Jaffarpur with the request to kindly intimate all the Affiliated Institutes / Colleges so that they may inform the Students about the schedule for conduct of ETME-408: Advanced Methods of Manufacturing.